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Abstract: The fuel cell based vehicles powertrain is an extensive system that comprises a fuel cell
(FC) as the primary energy source, a set of power converters both unidirectional and bidirectional
and batteries or supercapacitors as secondary energy sources. Its design is a complex task that
affects the mass, volume, cost, efficiency and fuel economy of the vehicle. This paper describes
a graphic and straightforward sizing of the secondary energy sources needed to fulfil the vehicle
load requirements, as well as the set of equations related to the mass, cost and volume of each one of
the power distribution subsystems. Moreover, this paper analysis ten different power distribution
architectures to conclude which is the most suitable secondary energy source, the minimum sizing,
cost, volume and weight, depending on the amount of power delivered by the fuel cell. Also, a 1.6 kW
fuel cell based architecture is implemented and testing. The experimental results confirm the
proposed methodology.
Keywords: fuel cell; electric vehicles; hybrid vehicle; architecture; sizing; power distribution
1. Introduction
The depletion of the fossil reserves, together with other environmental factors such as global
warming and local atmospheric pollution, makes necessary a progressive substitution of conventional
vehicles by environmentally friendly vehicles. The fleet growth forecasts indicate that vehicle use will
increase in the coming years, the reason why a technological change is needed to assure long-term
sustainable mobility.
Prime vehicle manufacturers have begun to move toward a clean and more efficient vehicle.
For some time now, they have introduced in the market hybrid vehicles that combine internal
combustion engines with batteries, as well as electric vehicles powered only by batteries. In this
line of work, there is a strong effort in the sizing and optimisation analysis of the powertrain of this
kind of vehicles, looking forward to a cost and fuel economy reduction [1–4]. Although the electric
vehicles global sales are expected to grow by a factor of ten from 2020 to 2030 [5], the required electric
grid to recharge these electric vehicles is not extensive enough [5]. This fact implies a severe drawback
in the electric vehicle establishment [6], whose integration will affect the electrical distribution network
profoundly [7].
The fuel cell (FC) based vehicles are beginning to be considered as a reliable alternative
instead of the pure battery vehicles, although several aspects related to the hydrogen storage,
hydrogen distribution networks, overall costs reduction, etc., must be improved [8,9]. Honda presented
the first mass production fuel cell based vehicle, FCX Clarity, which maximum speed is 160 km/h and
its autonomy is over 460 km. Also, Toyota unveiled the Mirai, a mid-sized hydrogen fuel cell car with
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autonomy over 502 km. On the other hand, Hyundai has developed the ix35 FCEV vehicle in South
Korea. Several alliances between the vehicle manufacturers have been established: General Motors
and PSA Peugeot-Citroën; Mercedes-Benz, Ford and Nissan; and finally BMW Group and Toyota
Motor Corporation. The objective of these alliances is to research the propulsion system of vehicles
based on fuel cells and Li-ion batteries [10].
The fuel cell based vehicle propulsion system comprises the fuel cell as the primary energy
source, a set of power converters both unidirectional and bidirectional and finally the storage energy
devices, usually batteries or supercapacitors. Therefore, depending on the number, location and
nature of both the power converter and the energy storage devices, there are multiple possibilities
for the power distribution architecture design, even more, if the strategy control and the energy
storage from regenerative braking are taken into account [11–16]. Additionally, the goal of each power
distribution architecture is not only to satisfy the energy and power demand, but also to improve the
fuel cell operating features such as the slow dynamic response, the load-dependent output voltage,
the unidirectional operation, and the long startup times, among others.
The adequate selection of the power distribution architecture is a complex task that has a substantial
impact on the mass, volume, cost, efficiency, hydrogen consumption, etc., of the overall system.
Several papers report the study and comparison of different power architectures. The designs based on
fuel cells and batteries are studied in [11,14,16,17], those based on fuel cells and supercapacitors are
reviewed in [12,18–21], and finally, the architectures based on fuel cells, batteries and supercapacitors
are studied in [13,22–26]. Regarding this last group of papers, [11,18,20] provide a complete revision of
different topologies of power distribution architectures; [21,23] supply with a set of sizing programming
algorithms; and [19,22,24] approach the comparison of power distribution architectures regarding
mass, volume and cost.
However, these works do not gather a complete study and comparison of propulsion systems
considering at the same time:
• A wide variety of possible combinations of secondary energy storage devices (fuel cell and
batteries, fuel cell and supercapacitors, fuel cell with both batteries and supercapacitors).
• An optimal sizing procedure as a function of the maximum power provided by the fuel cell.
The optimal sizing procedure presented in this paper is an analytical problem, needless to use any
programming technique. The proposed optimal sizing procedure offers a more straightforward
graphical solution map, where the most appropriate architecture can be chosen as a function of
the maximum power provided by the fuel cell (fuel cell size).
• All the subsystems of the vehicle powertrain for the sizing optimisation procedure.
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the mass, volume and cost, for a set of nine
different power distribution architectures based on the fuel cell, batteries and supercapacitors.
The study is performed depending on the maximum power delivered by the fuel cell; this means
that the fuel cell size is not predetermined. The power and energy requirements that must be
satisfied by the architectures derive from the European driving profile ECE-15 for light vehicles.
Additionally, an optimisation procedure is presented to minimise the total mass of the battery and the
supercapacitor required to satisfy the load requirements. The result of the optimal sizing procedure is
the minimum size of the batteries and supercapacitors, that corresponding to each size of the fuel cell,
needed to satisfy the load requirements. Therefore, the designer can select which power distribution
architecture is the most suitable for its application, as a function of the fuel cell size (maximum
power delivered by the fuel cell). These comparative analyses are focused on the propulsion system,
and therefore include the fuel cell, the hydrogen tank, the supercapacitors, the batteries, and finally the
power converters. However, the power demand related to auxiliary systems such as air conditioning
are not taken into account. The presented analysis aims to identify the main trends in the design of
a powertrain from a quantitative point of view. Thus, it can be useful not only for vehicle designers
but also from a power electronics point of view. Note that the electric vehicle is an application
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that can benefit from the modern techniques applied in power conversion (bidirectional converters,
modular converters [27,28]). A prior proposal of this analysis and sizing methodology describes in [29].
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the equations developed for the optimum
sizing of the architectures. Section 3 studies the architectures subsystem firstly, and after that, it analyses
and compares the complete architectures. Section 4 explains the experimental measurements made to
validate the optimal sizing methodology. Finally, Section 5 summarises the conclusions obtained along
the paper.
2. Architecture Sizing
The maximum power delivered by the fuel cell, along with the applied driving pattern [30–33]
imposes the energy and power requirements that the secondary energy sources must satisfy. Figure 1
shows the demanded load power profile derived from a light vehicle with a full load mass of 800 kg,
when the ECE-15 urban driving cycle for light vehicles is applied, which has a maximum speed of
50 km/h. The frontal vehicle area is 1.7 m2, the wheel radius is 0.27 m and the drag coefficient 0.31.
The motor has a nominal power of 4.7 kW and a peak power of 18 kW.
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Figure 1. Demanded power by the load during one ECE-15 driving cycle.
To illustrate the power and energy load requirements calculation, in Figure 1 it has been selected
as an example a maximum fuel cell power of 5 kW. Along with the demanded load power profile P(t),
the allowed fuel cell maximum power P is shown (5 kW). Therefore, in this case, the fuel cell delivered
power, PFC(P,Pmin,t), goes from Pmin toward the maximum fuel cell power 5 kW, representing the most
general case. With the objective of avoiding unexpected fuel cell shutdowns, since fuel cells present
very long startup times until tens of seconds [34], a mini um fuel cell delivered power Pmin must
be co sidered.
As show in Figure 1, if the p wer d manded by the load s higher than the fuel cell maxim m
power, th n the secondary energy sources satisfy the load. On the other h nd, if the power demanded
by the load is positive and smaller than the fuel cell maximum power, the fue ell supplied this power.
Additionally, the secondary energy s urces manage each power injected into th system by the load
during the braki g periods. Moreover, fin lly, in case that the power demanded by the load be smaller
than Pmin, the not-required fuel cell delivered energy by the load must be stored in the secondary
energy sources.
With the aim of optimising the cost and size of the overall system, a procedure has been developed.
This procedure calculates the minimum mass of the secondary energy sources as a function of the
maximum power provided by the fuel cell, P (W). Additionally, it determines the proper ratio
supercapacitor to battery mass. There are three baseline considerations:
1. There are different possibilities to split the power demanded by the load between the fuel cell
and the secondary energy sources. However, the presented optimal sizing procedure does not
include any control strategy nor power management technique, and therefore the fuel cell could
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deliver all the power demanded by the load until its maximum value, with the aim of apply
classical control loops over the system. It is considered the most general case.
2. The optimal sizing procedure considered the power and the average energy values that the
secondary energy sources have to manage, in every cycle, along the complete working day.
3. The optimum designs require that the energy stored in the secondary energy sources must be
enough, in each cycle, to cover the energy that the rest of the system demands to it.
2.1. Calculation of the Secondary Energy Sources Minimum Mass
Once the power profile demanded by the load is known, the amount of power and energy that
the fuel cell is not able to deliver can be determined, as a function of the maximum power provided by
the fuel cell. Figure 2 shows the points within the architecture in which each power definition locates.
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Figure 2. Each power definition placement within the power distribution architecture.
The energy delivered by the fuel cell EFC(P,Pmin), where ηuni is the DC-DC power converter
efficiency, is calculated from the power demanded by the load P(t) that the fuel cell can satisfy along
a working day (1).
PFC(P, Pmin, t) =

P(t) i f Pmin·ηuni (t) P·ηuni
Pmin·ηuni i f P(t) ≤ Pmin·ηuni
P· ηuni i f P(t) > P·ηuni
(1)
In order to calculate the energy load requirement ESS(P,Pmin), the first step is to figure out the
power demanded by the load that the fuel cell cannot fulfil, Ppos(P,Pmin,t), as well as the power delivered
by the load through the rest of the system, during the regenerative braking periods Pneg(P,Pmin,t),
(2) and (3).
Ppos(P, Pmin, t) =
{
0 i f P(t PFC(P, Pmin, t)
P(t) −PFC(P, Pmin, t) i f P(t) > PFC(P, Pmin, t)
(2)
Pneg(P, Pmin, t) =
{
PFC(P, Pmin, t)− P(t) i f PFC(P, Pmin, t) > P(t)
0 i f PFC(P, Pmin, t) ≤ P(t)
(3)
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Next step consists on integrating the Equations (2) and (3) along one single driving cycle,
taking into account that tp represent the duration of the cycle in seconds, with the objective of
calculating the energy consumed and delivered by the load, (4) and (5) respectively.
Epos(P, Pmin) =
1
3600
·
∫ tp
0
Ppos(P, Pmin, t)dt (4)
Eneg(P, Pmin) =
1
3600
·
∫ tp
0
Pneg(P, Pmin, t)dt (5)
Finally, the energy load requirement ESS(P,Pmin) is defined as the net energy that has to be
managed by the secondary energy sources along a single driving cycle, in other words, as the energy
demanded by the load that the fuel cell is not able to deliver (4) minus the recovered energy during the
braking periods (5). By considering Ndp as the number of times the driving profile is applied, it obtains (6).
ESS(P, Pmin) = Ndp·
(
Epos(P, Pmin)− Eneg(P, Pmin)
)
(6)
It is remarkable that the calculation of both the power load requirement PSS(P) and the energy
load requirement ESS(P,Pmin) repeats for each maximum fuel cell power considered, from 0 kW toward
the peak power demanded by the load.
Power load requirement PSS(P) defines as the difference between the peak power of the load
profile, positive (Pmax) or negative (Pmax_neg), and the fuel cell delivered maximum power P.
PSS(P) =
{
Pmax − P·ηuni i f
∣∣Pmax_neg∣∣ < (Pmax − P·ηuni)∣∣Pmax_neg∣∣ i f ∣∣Pmax_neg∣∣ > (Pmax − P·ηuni) (7)
The objective is to calculate the minimum mass of secondary energy sources (batteries and
supercapacitors) that satisfies the power load requirement, PSS(P), as well as the energy load
requirement, ESS(P,Pmin). The equations system given by (8) and (9) must be solved to calculate
the minimum sum of masses of battery and supercapacitor.
massSC(P)·ηSC·ρPSC +massBat(P)·ηB·ρPBat ≥ PSS(P) (8)
massSC(P)·ηSC·ρESC ·∆SoCSC +massBat(P)·ηB·ρEBat ·∆SoCBat ≥ ESS(P, Pmin) (9)
The supercapacitor and battery masses, (massSC(P) [kg] and massBat(P) [kg]), are the unknown
variables of the equations system. ρPSC and ρESC are the supercapacitor power density (W/kg)
and supercapacitor energy density (Wh/kg) respectively. ρPBat and ρEBat are the battery power
density (W/kg) and battery energy density (Wh/kg), ηSC and ηB are the supercapacitor and
battery efficiencies respectively, which include the DC-DC power converter efficiency if necessary.
Finally, ∆SoCSC and ∆SoCBat are the supercapacitor and battery maximum state-of-charge increment
allowed, which establish the maximum energy quantity delivered by each one of the secondary
energy sources.
The graphic representation can efficiently delimit the solution map of the equations system (8)
and (9). The crossing point between the curves located into the first, second or fourth quadrant of
the coordinate axes (battery mass and supercapacitor mass), satisfies the power and energy load
requirements simultaneously, ensuring the minimum sum of secondary energy sources masses.
In case the two lines intersect in the first quadrant, see Figure 3, the equations system solution
(10) and (11) directly gives the minimum sum of battery mass (kg) and supercapacitor mass (kg).
massBat(P, Pmin , ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) =
PSS(P)·(ρESC·∆SoCSC)− ESS(P, Pmin )·ρPSC
ηB·ρPBat·ρESC·∆SoCSC − ηB·ρPSC·ρEBat·∆SoCBat (10)
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massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) =
PSS(P)− ρPBat·massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat)
ηSC·ρPSC (11)
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On the contrary, if the intersection of both lines occurs in the second quadrant, as Figure 4 depicts,
means that only supercapacitors are recommended to be used as secondary energy source, and the
mass quantity value (kg) is given by (12), which corresponds to point B in Figure 4.
massSCI I (P) =
PSS(P)
ηSC·ρPSC
(12)
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Finally, if the crossing point is located in the fourth quadrant, see Figure 5, only batteries must be
used as secondary energy sources, and their mass (kg) is calculated using (12), which corresponds to
point C in Figure 5.
massBatIV (P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat) =
ESS(P, Pmin )
ηB·ρEBat·∆SoCBat (13)
Until now, depending on the quadrant of the equations system solution there is a different
equation for the supercapacitor mass and the battery mass. With the aim to handle only one equation
for each of them, the supercapacitor and battery mass equations (kg) are redefined using piecewise
functions (14) and (15), taking into account the relative positions between the power and energy lines
(10) to (13).
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Figure 6 shows the battery and supercapacitor mass evolution when uses the data included in 
Table 1 (Section 3.1). 
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i re 5. ati s s ste ra ic s l ti i t e f rt a ra t.
mBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC)
=

0 i f massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) < 0
massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) i f massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) > 0 y massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) > 0
ESS(P,Pmin)
ηB ·ρEBat ·∆SoCBat
i f massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) < 0
(14)
mSCap(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC)
=

0 i f massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) < 0
massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) i f massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) > 0 y massSC(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) > 0
PSS(P)
ηSC ·ρPSC
f massBat(P, Pmin ,∆SoCBat ,∆SoCSC) < 0
(15)
Figure 6 shows the battery and supercapacitor mass evolution when uses the data included in
Table 1 (Section 3.1).
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Figure 6. Equati s system graphic solution in the first quadrant.
Figure 6 shows two different regions, depending on the compliance of the three baseline
considerations described above, at the beginning of Section 2. The left region fulfils all consideration,
and the right region does not. The right region is due, the recovered energy in the secondary energy
sources has to be lower than the delivered energy. Otherwise, the supercapacitor is charged in every
cycle up to reach its maximum value. In this state, the supercapacitor cannot receive more nergy and
then it cannot collaborate in the energy management.
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Table 1. Subsystems architectures data [29].
Equipment Value
Unidirectional power converter ρPuni = 12.5 W/kg
Bidirectional power converter ρPbi = 10 W/kg
Supercapacitors ρPSC = 4000 W/kg
ρESC = 5 Wh/kg
Batteries (Lithium-Ion) ρPBat = 300 W/kg
ρEBat = 100 Wh/kg
Fuel cell ρPFC = 500 W/kg
H2 storage system gravimetric capacity
4800 g H2/g
ρEkg = 1600 Wh/kg
H2 storage system volumetric capacity
25.6 g H2/L
850 Wh/l
Fuel cell efficiency ηFC = 0.6
Unidirectional power converter efficiency ηuni = 0.95
Bidirectional power converter efficiency ηbi = 0.9
Supercapacitor efficiency ηsc= 0.95
Battery efficiency ηB= 0.95
Finally, both the normalised battery mass and the supercapacitor mass are defined in Equation (16)
and (17), respectively. These equations allow obtaining both the proper battery and the supercapacitor
mass ratio as a function of the fuel cell maximum delivered power.
mB(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC ,∆SoCBat) =
mBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC ,∆SoCBat)
mBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC ,∆SoCBat) +mSCap(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC ,∆SoCBat)
(16)
mSC(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) = 1−mB(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) (17)
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the Equation (16) as a function of the fuel cell maximum power,
P, when uses the data shown in Table 1.
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Figure 7. Normalized battery mass as a function of the fuel cell maximum power.
Note that the normalised battery mass reaches unity when the supercapacitors mass is zero
(equations system (8) and (9) with a solution in the fourth quadrant), and vice versa, the normalised
battery mass is zero when the supercapacitors mass is unity (equations system (8) and (9) with
a solution in the second quadrant). Regarding the intermediate power range, the minimum secondary
sources mass is achieved using together batteries and supercapacitors. Its power range lower limit
Linf is determined by the load energy requirement and its power range upper limit Lsup is given by
the load power requirement. Numerically, for data in Table 1, the boundaries correspond to 2.5 kW
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and 6.2 kW respectively. This intermediate range corresponds to the equations system (8) and (9)
with a solution in the first quadrant, according to the ratio determined by (15) as depicted in Figure 7.
From 6.208 kW onwards, the recovery energy is greater than the delivered energy by the secondary
energy sources, and therefore that region is out of the scope of this research work.
The secondary energy sources total mass (kg) is calculated using the sum of the battery mass
and supercapacitor mass, (14) and (15). Figure 8 shows the secondary energy sources total mass
as a function of the fuel cell maximum power, P, using the collected data in Table 1. Note that the
total mass of each propulsion system includes the fuel cell mass, the hydrogen storage tank mass,
the converters mass and the secondary energy sources masses.
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Figure 8. Secondary energy sources total mass (kg).
Given the power limits described in Figure 7 it can be identified the total mass determined by
the load energy requirement, until 2.5 kW, and the total mass defined by the load power requirement,
from 6.2 kW until 6.208 kW.
2.2. Battery and Supercapacitor Masses and Cost
The battery mass (kg) and the supercapacitor mass (kg) are calculated from (14) and (15).
The supercapacitor cost (€) is obtained from its energy using (18), where PrSC is the price in €/Wh.
CostSC(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) = mSCap(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat)·ρESC·PrSC (18)
Analogously, the battery cost (€) is determined from its energy using (19), where PrBat is the price
in €/Wh.
CostBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) = mBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat)·ρEBat·PrBat (19)
2.3. Fuel Cell Mass and Cost
The fuel cell mass (kg) is due to the hydrogen storage tank mass plus the fuel cell mass itself.
The fuel cell ass depends on its maximum delivered power. The hydrogen storage tank mass has
been taken into account since it constitutes the 60% of the total storage system mass and volume [35–38].
Additionally, its cost is more significant than the rest of the storage system. The hydrogen tank mass
calculates using the fuel cell delivered energy, considering the gravimetric density of energy and the
fuel cell efficiency.
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The fuel cell mass is calculated using Equation (20), where ρPFC is the fuel cell power density
(W/kg), EFC(P,Pmin) is the fuel cell delivered energy, ηFC is the fuel cell efficiency and ρEkg (Wh/kg) is
the energy gravimetric density of the hydrogen storage system, a carbon fiber cylinder at 700 bars.
MassFC(P) =
P
ρPFC
+
EFC (P, Pmin, ηFC)
ρEkg
(20)
The fuel cell delivered energy is defined using (21), taking into account that tp represent the
duration of the cycle in seconds:
EFC(P, Pmin, ηFC) =
1
3600
·
∫ tp
0
PFC(P, Pmin, t)· 1ηFC ·dt (21)
The fuel cell cost (€) is calculated using (22), where PrFC is the price in €/W, and PrSt is the storage
tank price in €/Wh.
CostFC(P) = P·PrFC + EFC (P, Pmin, ηFC)·PrSt (22)
2.4. Power Converters Mass and Cost
The power, the power density, and finally the efficiency determine the power converters mass
(kg), such as described in (23).
Massconv(Puni,i, Pbi,i, k∆V,i) =
n
∑
i=0
Puni,i
ηuni,i·ρPuni,i ·k∆V,i +
m
∑
i=0
Pbi,i
ηbi,i·ρPbi,i ·k∆V,i (23)
In the previous equation, n and m are the numbers of unidirectional and bidirectional power
converters in the propulsion system respectively, ηuni and ηbi are the unidirectional and bidirectional
power converter efficiencies respectively, Puni and Pbi are the power managed by each unidirectional
and bidirectional power converter, ρPuni and ρPbi are the unidirectional and bidirectional power
densities (W/kg), and finally k∆V is a coefficient that penalizes the power converters that operate
in a wide range of voltages. Its value is unity for narrow voltage ranges, and 1.2 in case of wide
voltage ranges.
The power converters cost (€) is calculated using (24), where Pruni and Prbi, are the unidirectional
and bidirectional power converters price in €/W, respectively.
Costconv
(
Puni,i, Pbi,j
)
=
n
∑
i=0
Puni,i
ηuni,i
·Pruni +
m
∑
j=0
Pbi,j
ηbi,j
·Prbi (24)
2.5. Propulsion System Mass and Cost
The total mass and cost of the complete power distribution architecture are calculated as the
summation of the masses (25) and costs (26) of every subsystem.
Masstotal
(
P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBatPuni,i, Pbi,j, k∆V,i
)
= mBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat)+
mSCap(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) + MassFC(P) + Massconv(Puni,i, Pbi,i, k∆V,i)
(25)
Costtotal
(
P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBatPuni,i, Pbi,j
)
= CostSC(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat)+
CostBat(P, Pmin, ∆SoCSC,∆SoCBat) + CostFC(P) + Costconv
(
Puni,i, Pbi,j
) (26)
2.6. Secondary Energy Source Selection
From the optimised calculation of both the battery and the supercapacitor masses and the results
shown in Figures 7 and 8 are obtained the most appropriate use of each kind of secondary energy
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source. Therefore, for fuel cell maximum power below the lower power limit (in this case 2.5 kW),
it is recommended the use of only batteries. For fuel cell maximum power between the lower and
upper power limits (in this case 2.5 kW and 6.2 kW respectively), it is suggested to use a combination
of batteries and supercapacitors. The most proper ratio between supercapacitors and batteries masses
is given by (15). Moreover, finally, for a fuel cell maximum power higher than the upper power limit
(in this case 6.2 kW), and lower than 6.208 kW the most suitable option is to use only supercapacitors.
3. Powertrain Analysis
Figure 9 shows the analysed power distribution architectures. It observes that the fuel cell is the
primary energy source in the system for all the considered architectures, except for 0B, that does not
use a fuel cell.
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The different architectures comprise one or more unidirectional or bidirectional power converters
and different kind and number of secondary energy sources.
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The power distribution architectures have been grouped attending to the secondary
energy sources. Therefore, the first column in Figure 9 corresponds to architectures that only
implement batteries, the second column corresponds to architectures that implement batteries
and supercapacitors, and the third column corresponds to architectures that only implement
supercapacitors. Moreover, an additional architecture (0B) with only a battery to supply all the
load requirements is included to compare the advantages and drawbacks, regarding mass and cost,
between a pure battery vehicle and a fuel cell based vehicle.
The following paragraphs focus on the propulsion systems analysis with manufacturing volumes
of more than 500,000 units.
3.1. Architecture Subsystems Analysis
The mass and cost of each one of the subsystems within each power distribution architecture
are analysed in the following paragraphs, using the Equations (14)–(24) and their corresponding
graphics representations.
Power and energy density data, as well as the price in euros, [37–47], of the DC/DC power
converters, supercapacitors, batteries and fuel cell system collects in both, Tables 1 and 2.
Table 2. Subsystems architectures price for production of 500,000 units [29].
Equipment Value
Fuel cell PrPC = 0.2 €/W
H2 storage system Prst =0.24 €/Wh
Unidirectional power converter Pruni = 0.056 €/W
Bidirectional power converter Prbi = 0.067 €/W
Supercapacitors Prsc = 2 × 10−3 €/Wh
Batteries PrBat = 170 × 10−3 €/Wh
3.1.1. Unidirectional and Bidirectional Power Converters
The power converters mass (23) and cost (24) depend on their power level. Within the analysed
architectures distinguishes four different cases:
(a) Architectures that implement only a unidirectional power converter, downstream of the fuel
cell: 1B, 1C2 and 1BC. In these cases, the power converter mass and cost increases with the fuel
cell maximum power, see Figure 10. The architecture 1C1 implements only a power converter,
directly connected to the voltage bus. This power converter manages the maximum power since it
is connected downstream of the set of supercapacitors. Its mass and cost are fixed independently
of the fuel cell maximum power, as Figure 10 depicts.
(b) The architectures 2B, 2C, 2BC and 3BC implement a unidirectional power converter downstream
of the fuel cell, and one or more bidirectional power converters that manage the power difference
between the load power requirement and the fuel cell delivered power.
(c) The power required by the load is provided between all the power converters. Therefore, the power
managed by the bidirectional power converters reduces as the maximum power provided by the
fuel cell increases. Thus, the bidirectional power converters mass and cost decrease when the fuel
cell maximum power increases, see Figure 10.
(d) Finally, the architecture 3C implements a unidirectional power converter downstream of the fuel
cell, another unidirectional power converter connected to the supercapacitors, and a bidirectional
power converter that manages twice the energy difference between the load demanded power
and the power delivered by the fuel cell. Then, the three power converter global cost and mass
decrease as the fuel cell maximum power increases, as Figure 10 depicts.
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Figure 10. Power converters mass and cost.
In rough outlines, due to the cost of the power converters is proportional to their mass, the heaviest
and most expensive power converters belong to architecture 3C, followed by the power converters of
the architecture 3BC and 1C1. The power converters from architectures 2B, 2C and 2BC are less heavy,
and finally, the lightest and cheapest power converters belong to architectures 1B, 1C2 and 1BC.
3.1.2. Batteries
As the power provided by the fuel cell increases, the requirements of the secondary energy sources
diminish, and therefore their mass (14) and cost (19).
The architecture 0B battery mass is kept constant along the complete power range since it is the
only energy source available to supply the maximum power demanded by the load, as depicted in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Batteries mass and cost.
The state-of-charge (SoC) variation is the same independently of the batteries location within the
architecture, ∆SoCBat = 0.75, to protect the batteries life. Hence, the batteries size evolution is the same
in all the architectures that only implement batteries s a secondary energy source, 1B and 2B.
Depending on the power delivered by the fuel cell, the batteries mass of the different group
of architectures (only batteries, batteries and supercapacitors), presents different and independent
evolutions. Please note that Figure 11 includes both power boundaries that define the power range in
which each combination of secondary sources is optimum.
Figure 11 shows that the mass and cost of the batteries are the same for those architectures such
as 1B, and 2B in the region in which only batteries are recommended. Analogously, the mass and cost
of the batteries of architectures 1BC, 2BC and 3BC in the region in which batteries and supercapacitors
are recommended, are the same too.
Finally, it observes in Figure 11 a soft transition of both the batteries mass and the cost evolution
from the lower power region toward the intermediate power region.
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3.1.3. Supercapacitors
The mass (15) and cost (18) of the supercapacitors is smaller if the fuel cell maximum power increases.
The supercapacitors present different allowed voltage variation, depending on their placement
within the architecture. This voltage variation leads to a different maximum state-of-charge for each
architecture (27).
∆SoC =
v2i − v2f
v2i
(27)
The heaviest supercapacitors belong to architecture 1C2 because they are located directly in
parallel with the voltage bus, and therefore their state-of-charge increment is the smallest, only 18.5%,
which corresponds with a maximum and minimum voltage of 72 V and 65 V. The following architecture
with the heavier supercapacitors is 1C1. Those supercapacitors locate between the fuel cell and the
power converter downstream of the fuel cell, so their state-of-charge variation is 49%, corresponding
to 43 V and 31 V. Finally, the supercapacitors used in the architectures 2C and 3C are the smallest,
since they are connected to the voltage bus using a bidirectional power converter, and so their
state-of-charge variation is the biggest, 75%. In this last case, the maximum and minimum voltage
values are, respectively, 40 V and 20 V.
Figure 12 shows the supercapacitors mass depending on the delivered maximum power by the
fuel cell. In the power range delimited by the lower and upper power limits, the use of batteries
and supercapacitors are the best option. In that intermediate power range, the proper ratio between
them is given by (16), and as shown in Figure 7, as the fuel cell delivered maximum power increases,
the battery mass decreases, see Figure 11, and the supercapacitor mass increases, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Supercapacitors mass and cost.
Finally, from the upper power limit onward, the use of only supercapacitors is recommended.
Notice that the power and energy load requirements are very low, and they continue decreasing, as the
fuel cell maximum power increases. That is the reason why th supercapacitor mass decreases along
with the fuel cell aximum power.
3.2. Architectures Global Analysis
Once the behaviour of all the subsystems has been described regarding mass and cost, the overall
system mass and cost evolution against the fuel cell delivered maximum power is analysed. For the
analysis, the architectures have been classified attending to the kind of secondary energy source:
architectures that only use batteries, architectures that use batteries and supercapacitors, and finally
architectures that use only supercapacitors.
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3.2.1. Architectures with Only Battery as an Auxiliary Power Source
Regarding mass, the power converters of architectures 1B and 2B constitute the less significant
contribution to the overall architecture mass, while the mass of the fuel cell and the batteries are the
most significant contributions, as depicted in Figure 13. Therefore, although the power converters
mass is different since the fuel cell and the batteries are the same in both cases, there is very little
difference between the overall mass of architectures 1B and 2B.
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Regarding the overall cost, it depends strongly on the batteries cost, as seen in Figure 14.
The architectures 1B and 2B cost evolution decrease as the fuel cell maximum power increases,
and therefore both architectures present their minimum cost value at the lower power limit, 2.5 kW in
this case. Regarding the cost of the architecture 2B, it presents a more significant cost value due to the
second power converter cost.
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3.2.2. Architectures with Battery and Supercapacitors as an Auxiliary Power Source
The optimised calculus of the secondary energy sources total-mass determines the energy storage
systems behaviour. It is important to remember that the recommended use of architec ures that
combin both batteries and supercapaci ors is in th power r nge d limited by the lower and upper
power range, from 2.5 kW to 6.2 kW.
It can b see in Figures 15–17 that the mass evolution of the architectures 1BC, 2BC and 3BC
presents their minimum valu at the upper power limit; it means a Fuel Cell with 6.2 kW. It is because
the fu l cell mass var ation is more significant than the mass variation of both secondary energy sources
and power conv rters.
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Figure 17. Architecture 3BC mass and cost.
The minimum cost of the architectures 1BC, 2BC and 3BC happen at the upper power limit,
6.2 kW, as depicted in Figures 15–17. The main difference between them comes from the number of
implemented power converters, since the fuel cell, battery and supercapacitor costs are almost equal.
Finally, the architecture 1BC has the lowest cost due to the use of only one power converter.
3.2.3. Architectures with Only Supercapacitors as an Auxiliary Power Source
long with the fuel cell maximum power, the mass of this kind of architectures depends on the
supercapacitor state-of-charge variation, as it can be seen in Figures 18–21. However, in the suggested
power range of design (6.2 kW–17 kW), the architectures mass is imposed by the fuel cell mass.
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Regarding the overall architectures cost, it is strongly dependent on the power converters cost,
since the fuel cell cost grows as the fuel cell maximum power increases and it is the same for all the
compared architectures, and the cost of the supercapacitors has a minor influence.
As it shows in Figures 18–21, the most significant cost-growing slope corresponds to architecture
1C2. Following goes the architecture 1C1, and finally, the architectures 2C and 3C. In this last one (3C)
the power converter cost decrement is greater than the fuel cell cost increment, and then the overall
cost presents a negative slope as the fuel cell maximum power grows.
3.3. Comparative Analysis of The Architectures
The mass of the propulsion system along with the hydrogen storage tank constitutes the 15–35%
of the overall vehicle mass [48].
Thus, given the characteristics of the vehicle considered, the maximum allowed mass of the
powertrain is usually between 120 kg and 280 kg. Regarding this limitation, it should be remarked
that the mass of all the architectures considered is below the abovementioned limit within their
corresponding optimum power design range, as shown in Figure 22. Regarding volume, the evolution
of the size of the architectures as a function of the fuel cell maximum power depicts in Figure 22. It is
noticed that the volume evolution is analogous to that of the mass.Energies 2018, 11, x 19 of 30 
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Figure 22 shows the mass, cost and volume evolution of the ten analysed propulsion systems.
The power propulsion architectures associate by attending the nature of their secondary energy sources
(batteries, batteries and supercapacitors, and supercapacitors).
In Section 2 A and B, the use of only batteries is suggested for the lower levels of the fuel
cell maximum ower since th load energy requirement determines the secondary energy sources
total mass. Then, the architectures that only implement batteries as a secondary e ergy ource are
recommen ed for power levels below the lower power limit, 2.5 kW.
Energies 2018, 11, 2597 19 of 30
Analogously, the use of batteries combined with supercapacitors is recommended for the middle
range of fuel cell maximum power. In this power range, the total mass of auxiliary sources is
determined by both the load power and load energy requirements. Then, the architectures that
implement both batteries and supercapacitors are recommended for fuel cell maximum power from
the lower power limit, 2.5 kW, until the upper power limit, 6.2 kW.
Finally, the use of only supercapacitors as secondary energy sources is suggested for the higher
levels of the fuel cell maximum power, due to the total mass of secondary energy sources is imposed
by the load power requirement. Then, the architectures that only implement supercapacitors are
recommended for power levels above the upper power limit onwards, 6.2 kW.
In the case of architectures that use only batteries, their minimum mass locates at the lower power
limit, 2.5 kW. That mass is lower than the mass of the pure battery vehicle propulsion system 0B.
From this group of architectures, 1B is the recommended due to its minimal cost.
The three architectures that combine the use of batteries and supercapacitors present almost the same
mass and their minimum value locate at the upper power limit, 6.2 kW. This mass is lower than the
minimum mass of the architectures based on the only use of batteries. The most interesting architecture
is 1BC, which has a cost lower than the architecture 1B from the previously analysed group.
The supercapacitor based architectures present the minimum mass value at the upper power limit,
6.2 kW. This value is very similar to the minimum mass of the architectures that use batteries
and supercapacitors. The cheapest architecture is 1C2, which cost is the lowest among all the
considered architectures.
It concludes that the best solution could be the architecture 1BC or 1C2 at the upper power limit
6.2 kW. It is remarkable that these mass, cost and volume values have been obtained attending to
the data in Tables 1 and 2, and therefore, depending on the technology evolution these results are
susceptible to change. Finally, this analysis has been carried out considering a light vehicle under
urban driving cycle conditions; therefore, if the driving cycle or the vehicle features are different, a new
analysis must be performed by applying the same described procedure.
4. Experimental Validation
With the aim of validating experimentally the optimal sizing methodology presented along this
paper, the power distribution architecture 1B, shown in Figure 9, has been selected. A laboratory
prototype has been developed, applying a scale factor of 1:10 to the load power profile from Figure 1.
Therefore, the peak power demanded by the load is 1.6 kW. Applying the sizing methodology presented
along this paper, and considering a maximum state-of-charge variation of 40%, the maximum power
delivered by the fuel cell is 250 W, the battery capacity is 12 Ah, and the nominal DC bus voltage is 72 V.
The fuel cell system, corresponding to the fuel cell Nexa Ballard 1.2 kW, has been emulated using
the DC source HP 6012B, together with a series resistor of 250 mΩ to reproduce the fuel cell static
behaviour, see Figure 23.
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Figure 24 shows the DC-DC power converter with a synchronous buck topology. It shows the
input and output sides, as well as the designed control card.
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On the other hand, it uses a total of six Lead-Acid batteries LONG WP12-12B (WP12-12B, Taiwan),
each one of them with a capacity of 12 Ah, and a nominal voltage of 12 V. With the aim of reach the
nominal bus voltage, the six batteries are connected in series, Figure 26.Energies 2018, 11, x 21 of 30 
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It can be seen the very close evolution, in all cases, between the simulated and measured
magnitudes. The last graphical representation Figure 30e depicts the relative error between the
measured and simulated DC bus voltage. It complies that it keeps below the 4% along the single
driving cycle.
Once the main magnitudes of the system have been experimentally validated, the next test consists
of comparing the evolution of both the simulated and measure magnitudes along 20 driving cycles,
which means approximately 1 h. Figure 31 shows the demanded load current and the DC bus voltage.
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Figure 31. Simulated and measured results of (a) demanded current by the load and (b) DC bus voltage,
durin 20 d ving cycles.
good accuracy achieves bet een the si ulated and experi entally measured magnitudes.
Fi all , the European ECE15 single driving cycle is applie 161 ti es to verify the syste
behavio r along a working day of 8 h. Figure 32 shows the measured and simulated battery current,
and their very close evolution, during all the test, between the lab prototy e and simulated mod l
signals. Figure 33 depicts a detail of the first ten driving cycles (first 50 min).
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The DC bus voltage is the last analysed magnitude. In Figure 34, it is shown the evolution along
an 8 h working day of the measured and simulated DC bus voltage. It observes the very close evolution
of both magnitudes. This evolution backs the results obtained for the battery current.
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Figure 34. Experimentally measured and simulated DC bus voltage along the 8 h working day.
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Figure 35 depicts a detail of the last 150 min of the test, in which better observes the accuracy
between both magnitudes.
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After the experimental validation of the main magnitudes of the power distribution
architecture 1B, the presented optimal sizing procedure can be considered experimentally validated.
Therefore, this optimal design methodology allows the selection of the most suitable power distribution
architecture as a function of the maximum power provided by the fuel cell. Additionally, the optimal
sizing procedure gives the minimum mass of secondary energy sources that corresponds with each
maximum fuel cell power, needed to fulfil the load requirements.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a graphic and straightforward calculation of the secondary energy sources
sizing needed to satisfy the power and energy requirements of a fuel cell based vehicle. This study
and analysis have been applied over a light vehicle when the urban ECE-15 driving cycle applies
along a working day of 8 h. Ten different propulsion systems have been analysed, from the mass,
volume and cost point of view, depending on the fuel cell maximum power. The result of the analysis
allows identifying which kind of power distribution architecture is the most suitable for each fuel cell
maximum p er range.
The essential idea t at sum arises the secondary energy sources trend indicates that as the fuel
cell delivered maximum power incr ases, the secondary energy sources mass decreases. A lower and
upper pow r boundary define three different fuel cell maximum power ranges. Depending on the
range of fuel cell max mum power considered, the minimisation f th secondary energy s urces to al
mass leads to different optimum solutions:
• In the low power range, the secondary energy sourc s total mass is determined by the energ
requirement, and then the minimum ma s is achieved usi g only batteries.
• In the middle power ang , he optimum solution regar ing mass is based on a combination of
batteries and supercapacitors.
• Finally, in the high power range, the secondary energy sources total mass is imposed by the po er
requirement, and then the use of only supercapacitors is recommended.
The analysis of the subsystems mass shows that the most significant contribution to battery-based
architectures is due to the batteries. The most significant contribution in batteries and supercapacitors
based architectures are the batteries and the fuel cell, and finally, the main contribution in the overall
mass of supercapacitors-based architectures is the fuel cell.
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Concerning the cost, the highest one corresponds to the batteries followed by the power converters.
Then, it is desirable to select architectures with the less number of power converters as possible.
Therefore, within the analysed architectures, the cheapest architectures are those that use only one
unidirectional power converter downstream of the fuel cell. Among these types of architectures,
architectures 1BC and 1C2 are recommended at the medium and upper power limit, 6.2 kW.
In the comparative study of architectures, the architecture 0B corresponds to a pure battery vehicle.
It should be remarked that the mass and cost of all the power distribution architectures for a fuel
cell based vehicle are lower than the mass and cost of the architecture 0B, within their corresponding
optimum fuel cell maximum power design range, except the cost of the architecture 3C.
Although the reliability is not an issue analysed in this paper, the number and type of components
in each architecture is different, hence the reliability of the whole system is affected. This should be
taken into account in the final decision, avoiding, at least, architectures with more than one bidirectional
power converter.
Additionally, it has been developed and implemented a lab prototype with a scale factor of
1:10, corresponding to the power distribution architecture 1B, with the objective of performing the
experimental validation of the presented optimal sizing methodology.
The working day simulation results imply the sizing procedure is suitable, due to no battery
recharge process is established along the 8 h, and the final battery SoC is the designed one.
Also, the simulated and measured main magnitudes of the system have been compared: first of all,
when a single driving cycle is applied, and after that, along the 8 h working day. In all cases, the very
high accuracy between the measured and simulated magnitudes can be observed. As a result, the battery
discharge along the working day is the expected one, and therefore, it verifies the optimal sizing procedure.
It is remarkable that the optimal sizing methodology key point is the chance of calculating the
minimum secondary energy sources mass, as a function of the maximum power provided by the fuel
cell, assuring the power and energy requirements demanded by the load.
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